Disentangling the mechanisms underlying the social network evolution is one of social science's unsolved puzzles. Preferential attachment is a powerful mechanism explaining social network dynamics, yet not able to explain all scaling-laws in social networks. Recent advances in understanding social network dynamics demonstrate that several scaling-laws in social networks follow as natural consequences of triadic closure. Macroscopic comparisons between them are discussed empirically in many works. However the network evolution drives not only the emergence of macroscopic scaling but also the microscopic behaviors. Here we exploit two fundamental aspects of the network microscopic evolution: the individual influence evolution and the process of link formation. First we develop a novel framework for the microscopic evolution, where the mechanisms of preferential attachment and triadic closure are well balanced. Then on four realworld datasets we apply our approach for two microscopic problems: node's prominence prediction and link prediction, where our method yields significant predictive improvement over baseline solutions. Finally to be rigorous and comprehensive, we further observe that our framework has a stronger generalization capacity across different kinds of social networks for two microscopic prediction problems. We unveil the significant factors with a greater degree of precision than has heretofore been possible, and shed new light on networks evolution.
INTRODUCTION
Disentangling the mechanisms underlying the social network evolution is one of social science's unsolved puzzles. Recent advances in research bring us a wide variety of principles and models for the growth of complex networks. In most works these principles/models are validated from perspectives of macroscopic scaling-laws, such as power-law degree distribution [19] , attachment kernel [36] and clustering coefficient as function of node degree [19] . Anecdotal evidence that preferential attachment is a powerful mechanism underlying the emergence of scale-free property in social networks, where new links are established preferentially to more popular nodes in a network, is ubiquitous. However it is also evident that the preferential attachment principle is not able to explain all scaling laws [38] [39] [32] . Further study in [38] and [39] shows that an individual's link formation significantly relies on its neighbors. The principle of triadic closure has been empirically demonstrated to be relevant for above three macroscopic scaling laws in the work of [37] [41] [42] [43] [32] , expressly or implicitly. To summarize, both preferential attachment and triadic closure are strong force shaping the network dynamics. The questions is whether they can be balanced and unified in one framework.
Tremendous works have been proposed to compare principles in macroscopic level. However the network evolution drives not only the emergence of macroscopic scaling but also the microscopic behavior. Different from prior research we exploit distinctness of principles from the microscopic perspective. The evolution of social network affects individuals in two aspects: 1) nodal influence varies over time; 2) new links are attached to existing nodes. They are highly intertwined. Formation of new links will lead to enhancing a node's influence or prominence, and the increment of node's influence over time will attract more links (Preferential Attachment [19] ). Consider Twitter as an example: as an individual rises in prominence, he/she generates more followers or links. Likewise a website grows in prominence on the basis of its connections (PageRank [5] ). We posit a richer framework in the network evolution analysis and modeling should be capable of describing both of the influence evolution and the link formation mechanism. This is the central theme of our paper.
Influence analysis and modeling is a subject focus in social networks. This includes influence maximization [1] [2] , influence selection and quantification [21] , and influence validation [22] . In addition, different influence models [14] [15] and centrality measures, such as Pagerank [5] , Betweenness, [6] Closeness [7] , and Clustering Coefficient [8] have been used for discovering influential nodes in a network. These methods are limited as they are not predictive about possible rise to prominence or influence of a node in future, and are also not consistent in their performances across different types of networks. Thus, a fundamental question that we consider in this paper: is there a generic approach for the influence analysis and prediction of the prominence of a node?
As mentioned, the process of link formation is also an integrated aspect of network evolution. In recent work [26] , a measure of attractiveness that balanced popularity (i.e., preferential attachment) and similarity (i.e., common neighbors) was shown to have a better interpretation of the link formation mechanism. Additionally in the work of LibenNowell and Kleinberg [24] and Lichtenwalter et al. [25] it was observed that there is no single feature that is capable of outperforming uniformly in different networks, and [25] also developed a supervised learning method that included the different features and outperformed the singular features. While there is a body of work in link prediction [16] [17] [18] [35] , there is a paucity of an understanding of the evolutionary processes that guide link formation. A fundamental question that we consider here is: how to develop a coherent model that captures influence evolution to inform link prediction?
Modeling social networks serves to help us understand how social networks form and evolve. Besides providing approaches for concrete problems, we are more interested to know what is the fundamental principle in social network evolution. To further study, we ask the question, whether the models developed are transferable from one network to another. That is: is the model for prominence prediction and link prediction, generic enough to learn from one social network and make a prediction on another social network? With these rigorous analysis we unveil that triadic closure could be identified as one of the fundamental principles in the social network evolution. Our contributions are summarized as follows:
• In Section 3 we discuss two popular principles (preferential attachment and triadic closure) and their consequences on the microscopic evolution of social networks. We develop a framework called triad position profile where the trade-offs between two principles are optimized.
• In Section 4 and 5 we apply our approach for node's prominence prediction and link prediction. We validate that our framework can interpret the individual influence evolution and the link formation mechanism better than has heretofore been possible.
• In Section 6 the validity of generality is tested on four real-world networks, which demonstrates that our methodology has a better interpretation of mechanisms underlying network evolution.
Overall our work provides microscopic insights about social network evolution with applications ranging from link prediction to inferring the future prominence of an individual node. 
PRELIMINARIES

Datasets
In this paper we examine our approaches and perform our analysis on four social networks. The Condmat network [25] is extracted from a stream of 19,464 multi-agent events representing condensed matter physics collaborations from 1995 to 2000. Based on the DBLP dataset from [27] we attach timestamps for each collaboration and choose 3,215 authors who published at least 5 papers. Enron dataset [28] contains information of email communication among 16 
Problem Definition
Network evolution is usually reflected in changes of node's prominence and new links formed with the other nodes. First, the social network evolution impacts the prominence (social status) of node; in addition, the node also affects its local neighbourhood and beyond (via link formation or link dissolution). In order to give insights into the network dynamics, we provide several definitions and formulate two concrete problems for the ease of evaluation and comparison.
On a global level, influential nodes or prominent nodes have intrinsically higher strength of influence than others due to the network topology. Through our study, we have found that a small number of nodes occupy large portion of network resources. For example, in Figure 1 (b) top 20% (ranked by PageRank) nodes occupy about 80% PageRank influence in DBLP network. This satisfies Pareto Principle (also known as 80-20 rule) [9] . To better understand and model the effects of network evolution on node's prominence, we partition nodes into two sets prominent nodes and non-prominent nodes. Based on Pareto Principle, their definitions are given as follows: In following sections we denote the set of prominent nodes as PN and the set of non-prominent nodes as NPN.
As we postulated, an arguably generic approach for the network evolution analysis should have the predictability of a node's prominence in the future. Therefore we formulate a concrete task, the prominence prediction problem, where we can directly evaluate different approaches and facilitate our findings of the underlying principles.
While the link formation is a closely intertwined process with the changes of node's prominence, which is a negligible part in our analysis. To validate the link formation mechanism, we employ the link prediction problem as our evaluation metric. The associated definitions are as follows: Definition 3. Time-varying Network The time-varying network at time t is denoted as Gt = (V, E, TV , TE), where V is the set of nodes and E is the set of links among nodes, TV is the set of arriving time of all nodes and TE is the time log of all links. Problem 1. Prominence Prediction In a time-varying network Gt = (V, E, TV , TE) the prominence prediction task is, for the set of nodes Vt = {v|v ∈ V, TV (v) = t, v / ∈ PNt}, where PNt is the set of prominent nodes measured in network Gt. How reliably can we infer whether a node v (v ∈ Vt) will belong to the set of PNt+∆T ?
In order to demonstrate the discrimination of different principles, ∆T is selected large enough for the node influence evolution.
Problem 2. Link Prediction
In a time-varying network Gt = (V, E, TV , TE), the link prediction task in such network is to predict whether there will be a link between a pair of nodes u and v at time t + ∆T , where u, v ∈ V and e(u, v) / ∈ E.
These concrete problems provide us quantitative and microscopic views of network evolution, which also make it convenient for principles comparison.
Besides verifying the generality of approaches across two intimately interacted processes of network evolution, we also study whether the learned predictors can generalize across different domains of social networks for both problems defined above. This provides us rigorous and empirical views of the network evolution problem.
TRIAD POSITION PROFILE
An important fraction of network dynamics locates in the process of influence evolution. A generic and effective measurement should be able to infer the influence evolution trend, and aid in predicting the potential prominence of a node in the future. We first introduce the current state of the art of influence measures and discuss their limitations. In addition, we validate the fundamental principles associated, and introduce our framework -triad position profile which optimizes trade-offs between preferential attachment and triadic closure. Finally, based on experiments we unveil the interactions between the process of influence evolution and the process of link formation, which are well reflected in our framework.
Current State of The Art
The influence analysis in social networks has been a perennial topic of academic research. Typically these include influence maximization [1] [2], influence selection and quantification [4] [21] , and influence validation [22] .
For influence maximization problem, there are quite a few influence diffusion models proposed, such as linear threshold model and weighted cascade model in the work of [1] . Many algorithms are designed to maximize the influence in these diffusion models, such as DegreeDiscount [2] and "CELF" [3] . At the same time many centrality measures are proposed for identifying influential nodes in a network, such as degree centrality, Pagerank [5] , Betweenness [6] , and Closeness [7] . In addition, Goyal et al. [21] studied the problem of learning influence probability of node from a log of user actions.
Limitations of Current Methods
Although these methods are proved to be effective in influence quantification and measurement, they are inherently lack of predictability. First, most of these measures assign a value to each node, which leads to the loss of information; second, much research has focused on describing the influence at current time -that is, the consequence of influence evolution. This does not assure their predictability of future prominence. To summarize, even though these existing measures of influence degree are good at evaluating consequences of evolution, they have limitations in describing the future of influence evolution.
A Case of Local Sub-structure
Social influence is a well accepted phenomenon in social networks. We posit influence of a node, as well as capacity of a node being influenced, is a function of its neighborhood. Thus the future prominence of a node may be a function of the sub-structure surrounding the node at time t. We have several canonical examples to support this proposition. First, based on the PageRank heuristic: importance of a node is indicated by the number of connections or links to that node; second, Burt [20] proposed the concept of structural hole: a node's success often depends on their access to local bridges. Both of these examples imply that the position of node within a social network is important. This leads us to investigate the value of a node's position within the local sub-structures and the impact on its future prominence, which inspires the development of our framework.
Preferential Attachment and Triadic Closure
Despite the well known macroscopic scaling in social networks, such as power-law degree distribution [19] , attachment kernel [36] and clustering coefficient as function of node degree [19] , it is undecided whether there is a common mechanism underlying these macroscopic laws [32] [33] . With the evidence that the preferential attachment process [19] is just one dimension of network evolution, much recent research has extended the preferential attachment principle by local sub-structure evolution rules [38] [39]. Li et al. [39] and Jin et al. [38] proposed that an individual's link formation significantly relies on its neighbors. In the work of [31] , Granovetter proposed that a "forbidden" triad (left in Figure 3 ) is most unlikely to occur in social networks, which means that the probability of a new link to close "forbidden" triad is higher than the probability of link between two randomly selected nodes. The principle of triadic closure is demonstrated to be relevant for social network evolution in many works [38] [39] [44] [32] . Obviously these two principles propose two distinct mechanisms of network evolution and none of them can act as a single origin of network evolution. In preferential attachment new links are made preferentially to high degree nodes while in triadic closure new links are generated to close "forbidden" triad ( Figure 2 ). We are interested to know whether there is an effective combination of these two principles.
The principles of preferential attachment and triadic closure have been empirically demonstrated to be relevant (not as a single origin) for macroscopic scaling laws in the work of [37] [41] [42] [43], expressly or implicitly. As the fact that these principles are underlying the social network macroscopic scaling laws, we are interested to know whether these principles are valid to answer the microscopic problems in social network dynamics, such as prominence prediction and link prediction. Our work is different from the work of [37] and [40] , Leskovec et al. [37] employ triadic closure to reproduce the observed macroscopic laws of social networks and Lou et al. [40] investigated how a reciprocal link is developed and how relationships develop into triadic closure.
Triadic Closure Effect on Network Evolution
The effect of preferential attachment on the influence evolution is obvious and evident. Here we explore the effect of triadic closure on the influence evolution. The quantity of triadic closure (or structural balance) is usually defined as below [38] : balance rate = 3 × number of closed triads number of connected triads (1) where connected triad is the left triad in Figure 3 and closed triad is the right triad in Figure 3 respectively. By studying the sub-networks among prominent or non-prominent nodes, we observe that initially the future prominent nodes sub-network has a lower balance rate than the future nonprominent sub network, while after long enough evolution the prominent sub-network forms a more balanced structure ( Figure 4 ). There are several implications:
1. There exists connections between the triadic closure and the prominence evolution. In addition, as discussed above, new links are more likely to form between nodes located in an imbalanced sub-network; The initial sub-network where future prominent nodes are located is more imbalanced than that of future nonprominent nodes, position of node can be indicative of its future prominence. To some extent this implies the effect of triadic closure on both the influence evolution and the link formation mechanism.
As suggested in the principle of triadic closure, a "forbidden" triad is more likely to evolve into a closed triad. For further validation, we provide the evolution ratio of two types of triads in Figure 5 (a). We can see that the "forbidden" triad (triad 2) has much higher probability to be a closure triad than the disconnected sub-structure triad 1. This implies, nodes in different triads have different probabilities to develop prominence and new links. This leads us to an important conclusion: the positions of nodes in sub-structures determine their future orbits in both essential evolution elements: the influence evolution and the link formation. This observation leads us to develop our method called, the Triad Position Profile, discussed in the next sub-section.
Triad Position Profile
Motivated by the above analysis, we start our investigations from the principle of triadic closure. Based upon the principle of triadic closure, an individual will try to close a "forbidden" triad that it has, for example in Figure 3 a "forbidden" triad is likely to evolve as a closed triad. See examples of all possible triads in Figure 6 (a) and Figure 6 (b). The number labeled on the edge describes whether two nodes have relation, for instance '1' can state that two actors are friends while '0' means they are non-friends.
Such kind of triad evolution has very nice characteristics, firstly it leads to the formation of the link, and additionally it also increases the influence of node. Thus, different positions of a node in corresponding triads can be indicative of influence and prominence, as well as link formation analysis. This satisfies our proposition that the influence evolution and link formation are highly intertwined. As we have discussed above, the position of node within substructures could provide us insights into the principles underlying To that end, in Figure 7 we enumerate all possible five positions in the triad sub-structures for further study. We are interested to know that the consequences of preferential attachment and triad closure on the network evolution; second, we want to validate our proposition made in the above section and seek a solution which optimizes trade-offs between two distinct principles. Based on our discussions above, we introduce our frameworkTriad Position Profile for the influence evolution analysis. Formally, the Triad Position Profile is defined as follows: In order to analyze the generality and effectiveness of existing influence measures and our method, we design an experiment to identify their correlation with node latent prominence. The evidence that our framework combining two principles well will be provided later.
Experimental Setup For a time-varying network at time t Gt, we extract the set of nodes whose arriving time is t and then compute their influence measures based on the topology of Gt. At time t+∆T for the network Gt+∆T we classify the set of nodes into prominent set PNt+∆T and non-prominent set NPNt+∆T based on the topology of Gt+∆T . In order to demonstrate the discrimination of two principles, ∆T is selected large enough for the node influence evolution. As we know when ∆T is small the prominence prediction problem will be easy. Here we extract new arriving nodes as our prediction candidates, because existing nodes are well evolved and much easier to predict. In this way we can compare the correlations between these metrics and node's latent prominence quantitatively, we show the p-value associated with each feature and their corresponding significance level in Table 1 .
We observe (see Table 1 ) that the centrality measures are not performing well in describing a node's future prominence except degree centrality and betweenness (1 sigma), while several TPP positions are significantly better in describing a node's latent prominence. For the user influential probability measure, the historic information of influence probability does not give a promising partition of PN and NPN (due to the lack of outside action log we calculate user influential probability as shown in Figure 6 (c), a link construction is considered as an action). We note that, in the experiment the sets of PNt+∆T and NPNt+∆T are labeled by the degree centrality, however we notice that degree centrality metric does not have a very significant correlation with node's future prominence. This implies that the preferential attachment is not the only dimension in the social network evolution as stated in [38] [39] [37] . While for the TPP positions, we have several observations: 1) we unfold that different TPP positions have different ability in describing node's future prominence; 2) three of TPP positions are much better than centrality measures. These observations hold for other datasets used in our work.
To summarize, even though the centrality measures of influence degree are proved to be good at influence quantification, they are inherently not powerful enough to depict the node's future prominence. Additionally we can observe that the triad position profile combines two principles. Triad position 1 and 4 reflect the effect of preferential attachment, while triad position 3 follows the triadic closure principle. This confirms our propositions made above and the effectiveness of our framework will be further validated.
As triadic closure principle suggests, for the unclosed triad (triad 2) new links are formed between nodes in position 3, however we have observed that nodes in position 4 is more likely to be prominent in future. One possible reason underlying such phenomenon is the preferential attachment principle, nodes in position 4 have higher attractiveness of links. However in Table 1 we observe that degree centrality does not have a comparable significance as the position 4, this suggests that the preferential attachment principle is not the only mechanism underlying this.
To further study this effect, we calculated the conditional probability of position 3 and position 4, P rob(3|4) states the probability that a node shows up in position 3 given the condition that it is located in position 4; P rob(4|3) is the probability that a node is located in position 4 given the condition that it is also in position 3. We can see in Figure 5 principle. This explains why position 4 has higher significance level than position 3, and further confirms that the triadic closure principle is more significant than the preferential attachment in social networks evolution. Also this implies an important characteristic of the TPP method, the position profile combines two well know social principles (i.e. preferential attachment and triadic closure).
Influence Evolution and Link Formation
As we conjectured in Section 1, the influence evolution and the link formation are intertwined, and here we provide a detailed investigation into this from the perspective of influence events. Goyal et al. [21] proposed the concept of user influential probability that captures the influence degrees from the historic log of user actions. However such user actions are not always available in networks, here we define an action called link action between two nodes u and v as follows:
Definition 5. For a given node u in the time-varying network Gt = (V, E, TV , TE), u is said to have a link action on node w at time t if (u, w) ∈ E and t ∈ TE(u, w).
Additionally we provide the definition of the link influence of node u on its neighbor v as follows: Definition 6. A node u is said to have a link influence on its neighbor v iff: 1) there is a link action of node u with another node w at time t; 2) there exists a link action of node v with node w at time t ; 3) min(TE(u, v)) < t < t and t − t < σ The σ is the average action delay between two nodes u and v. An example of link influence is presented in Figure 8 (left).
In our work we divide nodes into two groups (prominent nodes and non prominent nodes), in this section we further study the connection between the node's prominence and the link formation. Thus in Figure 8 we partition the link influence event into 8 categories based on nodes' prominence. The three digits represent the prominence status of the three nodes, u, v, and w, '1' indicates prominent node and '0' indicates non prominent node. In Table 2 we provide the distribution of several patterns, and we observe that: 1) |1XX| > |0XX| and |X1X| > |X0X|, this means prominent nodes have much higher probability to have link influence on their neighbors, and it also validates the principle of preferential attachment; 2) additionally |XX0| > |XX1|, non-prominent nodes play an important role to transfer link influence; 3) |11X| > |00X|, this states that link influence is more likely to happen between prominent nodes; 4) |10X| ≈ |01X|, if link influence occurs among prominent nodes and non-prominent nodes, then prominent nodes and 1XX 0XX  X1X X0X XX1  XX0  11X 00X 10X 01X  Condmat  1530  365  1513  382  95  1800  1316  168  214  197  DBLP  1377  438  1329  486  15  1800  681  498  369  267  Enron 11769  249 11787  231  187 11831 11549  11  220  238  Facebook  6203 2775  6196 2782  10  8977  4794 1373 1409 1402 non-prominent nodes have the same chance to initiate the influence. To summarize, this validates the intimate interactions between the influence evolution and the link formation. Thus we postulate to validate the effectiveness of our framework in these two microscopic problems.
INFERRING FUTURE PROMINENCE
In order to prove the correctness of our framework, we apply our approach in prominent prediction problem and compare with baseline methods. Note that we classified nodes as PN or NPN, thus making it a binary classification task. We first discuss the feature vector construction aspect.
Feature Vector Engineering
We first integrate the various measures capturing the notion of influence in to one feature vector. In addition to the different measures described in Table 1 (other than TPPs), we also include some measures introduced in Burt's work of [20] , such as efficiency, constraint and hierarchy. These features contribute to the feature vector for the Baseline method.
The five TPP positions census contributes to our TPP method for prediction. In addition, we developed a method based on triad substructure influence census (TPP+), as follows.
We first compute the link influence probability of a node u, which can be expressed as
In Figure 8 we can see that a node u with high LIP is more likely to attract links for its neighbors. Our heuristic is, if a node has large number of connections with high LIP nodes then it has higher probability to be prominent in future. Based on this heuristic we design two features to describe a node's prominence trend:
Thus, TPP+ comprises of TPP, as well as prominence prob and prominence index. The features for Baseline method, TPP and TPP+ are listed in Table 3 . For all methods, we use Bagging with Logistic Regression as the supervised learning model. Our goal here is to evaluate the utility of additional information imputed by us in the feature vector versus the quality of a learning algorithm. We conjecture that the benefits of another learning algorithm may uniformly apply to the task, and provide improvements across the board.
Experimental Settings
In our experiment we only allow methods to observe features of nodes in a short duration after nodes arriving, for example, for Condmat and DBLP we only use the first year 
Prominence Prediction
Classification Performance
In Table 4 , we provide an empirical comparison of learning performance. In our observation our approach TPP+ outperforms the baseline method in terms of AUPR and Top@50, and has better or comparable performance in terms of AUC and Accuracy. The TPP+ improves AUPR by 0.7%-16.4% and improves Top@50 by 0%-42.8%. This confirms that our approach has generalized performance in different domains of datasets. The performance of TPP is provided in section 6, which is also better than the baseline method. We have several conclusions: 1) the principle preferential attachment is just one dimension of mechanisms underlying the nodal influence evolution; 2) the trade-offs between triadic closure and preferential attachment are well balanced in triad position profile and then it achieves better performance in prediction task.
Impact of Different Influence Models
There are different centrality and influence measures for evaluating the prediction of a node's prominence, and it is not possible to enumerate performance across each of those dimensions. To resolve that and do a robust evaluation, we used the influence propagation models for further validation.
In the prominence prediction problem, our task is to predict whether the set of nodes arriving at time t (denoted as NAN (new arriving nodes)) will become prominent at time t + ∆T . The prominence predictors will rank the nodes in NAN based on their likelihoods of being prominent in the future. When applied in influence maximization problem, a simple method is to extract the top k ranked nodes (based on different metrics, i.e., degree) as the seed set. The seed set extracted from our approach is denoted as triad profile while for the baseline method we denote such a set as baseline. Comparing these two seeds sets' influence spread in future network Gt+∆T will suggest which method is a better indicator of future prominence. Besides this, we also build a reference system for the validation of predictability. We employ the DegreeDiscount [2] (an efficient and scalable algorithm in influence maximization) to identify the top k seed set from the set NAN based on the topology of network Gt, this top k seed set is denoted as DegreeDiscount t . If the seed set extracted from a prominence predictor' results has better influence spread than DegreeDiscount t , then we consider this predictor owns predictability in dynamic influence maximization.
As shown in Figure 9 , our approach still outperforms the baseline method. In datasets DBLP, Enron and Facebook, our approach reveals its predictability in dynamic influence maximization, while in Condmat the ∆T is too short thus the benefit of predictability is not significant. To note that, our method is not designed for the purpose of influence max- imization, the comparisons in influence propagation model are employed to provide an empirical and solid comparison between baseline method and TPP+.
LINK PREDICTION
As we discussed above, the influence evolution and the link formation/dissolution are intimately connected. In this section we demonstrate that our framework can also interpret the link formation process better than has heretofore been possible.
Feature Vector Engineering
Triad Evolution Matrix Predictor
Motivated by our discussion in Section 3.2 and Section 3.4, here we introduce a method called Triad Evolution Matrix (TEM), which are adapted from triad position profile to perform the link prediction task. All possible 3-subgraph in an undirected network is presented in Figure 10 (a), and their transition relationships are provided in Figure 10 (b) . Based on our observations in Section 3.2 different kinds of triads have different probabilities to be closure triad, this inspires us to perform the census of nodes pair's collocation in these triads and gain discernment in predicting new links.
The TEM is a matrix of size n × n (n = 4), where n is the number of triads in undirected networks, and TEM[i, j] represents the percentage of triad-i at time t evolve to triadj at time t+1 (Figure 11 (a) ). This matrix can be computed trivially by counting triads in the network Gt at time t and then calculating elements by checking the network Gt+1 at time t + 1. Additionally in the network G there are four possible triad collocation elements (Figure 11 (b) ) for two nodes s and t where e(s, t) / ∈ G. Thus for any two nodes s and t collocated in TCE i (triad collocation elements) (i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}), we can compute the likelihood of potential link between s and t as below:
In this way we get a likelihood vector for TCE,
To note that here we are using the dot product of two vectors of size 4, the result will be a real number. And the case that two nodes s and t are collocated in TCE 1 is equivalent to the case that they are collocated in TCE 2 for undirected link prediction.
Thus for two nodes s and t we can calculate a probability vector based on the corresponding TCE vector, TCEs,t = (|T CE 0s,t|, |T CE 1s,t|, |T CE 2s,t|, |T CE 3s,t|)
,where |T CE is,t| states for how many TCE i elements nodes s and t are collocated in. The corresponding probabilities vector T EM prob(s, t) can be written as:
In this way this vector gives a multi-dimensional description of the link likelihood of a pair of nodes s and t based on the principle of triadic closure, and which also balances well with the preferential attachment.
Link Influence Census
As we discussed in Section 4, we can calculate the LIP for a individual node using the census of link influence. Similarly, we can compute the LIP of a node u on its neighbor v, as follows:
Thus for a pair of nodes v and w, we can calculate their link likelihood based on our observed link influence probability information and most recent link actions within ∆t time.
Firstly for the common neighbor node u of v and w, we need to calculate the probability of link between v and w due to the influence of u.
v,w ) In the above equations, p u,v v,w represents the probability of link between v and w due to the influence probability of u on v, while p u,w v,w represents the probability of link between v and w due to the influence probability of u on w. Trivially, we can use the maximum value of them to represent the probability of link between v and w due to the node u, denoted as p u v,w . And for a pair of nodes v and w there can exist many common neighbors, thus we define the probability of link between v and w due to the link influence effect as follows: 
Inferring New Links
Experimental Setup We set the default values for classifiers used in this paper, 10 bags of 10 random forest trees for HPLP (the same setting in the work of [25] ), 10 bags of 10 logistic regression for TEM-, TEM and TEM+. The features lists of all models are presented in Table 5 . TEM method combines TCEs,t and TEM prob (s, t) into the features vector, which includes the nodes pair collocation information and triad evolution information learned from historical data. In TEM+ we include one more feature (Link Influence Probability) than the TEM, this feature is introduced in equation 5. While TEM-only includes the nodes pair collocation information described by TCEs,t, where only static topological information are included. In this way we can investigate the generality of TEM prob (s, t) and Link Influence Probability. The performance of TEM-can be found in Table 8 .
The reason we select HPLP for comparison is, HPLP includes almost all centrality measures frequently used in link analysis and it is also the best framework of featurebased link prediction till date. Another reason is, the HPLP method can be considered as a naive combination of preferential attachment and triadic closure, where the values of preferential attachment and common neighbors are simply combined into one feature vector. We undersample training set to 30% positive class prevalence in training. We do not change the size or distribution of the testing data. In this Figure 13 : Link Influence Probability Method paper, we restricted the prediction task within the set of two hops node pairs [25] .
In Table 6 we present the performance comparisons of our methods with HPLP [25] and state-of-art methods listed in [24] (Adamic/Adar, Common Neighbors and Preferential Attachment). As suggested in the work [30] , given the high class imbalance, area under the precision-recall curve (AUPR) should be used as the primary evaluation measure. We can see that the TEM+ and TEM method significantly outperforms the HPLP method by at most 121% in terms of AUPR. We observe almost the same pattern in Section 4. Thus, the position profile methodology is consistently effective for both the prominence prediction and link prediction. Additionally we find that our framework (TEM+ and TEM) are better than PA, CN and AA methods. This implies that the combination of preferential attachment and triadic closure is better than each of them alone.
To be rigorous, in Figure 12 we also provide ROC curves and PR curves for three methods, TEM, HPLP and PA. HPLP includes almost all classical predictors frequently used in link analysis, which can be considered as a naive combination of preferential attachment (i.e., PA) and triadic closure (i.e., common neighbors and Adamic/Adar). We observe that: 1) TEM method outperforms PA method significantly in terms of ROC curve and PR curve, which means preferential attachment is not the single origin underlying the process of link prediction; 2) HPLP method outperforms PA method in all cases, which indicates that both preferential attachment and triadic closure are not negligible in network evolution; 3) TEM method is better than HPLP method, which means TEM successfully optimizes certain trade-offs between preferential attachment and triadic closure. All of these results demonstrate the strength of our framework in predicting new links.
GENERALIZATION ACROSS DATASETS:
A CASE FOR TRANSFER LEARNING
In the above sections we have demonstrated that the triad position profile has a stronger generalization capacity than nodal attributes based methods in predicting future prominent nodes and predicting new links. To be rigorous, we now ask: are these features powerful enough to transfer learning from one social network to another? If our framework are able to generalize across datasets, then it will further demonstrate that our framework captures the essential principles of network evolution.
Generalization-the Prominence Prediction
We first consider the prominence prediction problem. In Table 7 , we provide the transferred learning results for baseline model and TPP model. Each pair of generalization is trained on the row dataset and evaluated on the column dataset by Bagging with logistic regression, as before. The diagonal entries represent the performance of models which are trained and tested on the same dataset, which makes it convenient for comparisons.
There are several observations. First, we find that few generalization entries have higher performance than their corresponding non-generalization entries (diagonal entries), for example two increased entries of TPP belong to the generalization from Enron and Facebook to DBLP. Second, we observe that the TPP model's performance degrades remarkably less than the baseline model in most cases. This indicates that the position profile of node captures principles that are more generic than the centrality based model, and this still holds even if the generalization is across different domains of networks. Third, the generalization of the position profile methodology is not significantly impacted by the fact that the difficulty of prediction is different across the network domains and the fact that the imbalance ratio between training set size and testing set size: for example, prominence prediction is more difficult on DBLP dataset, however the models learned on DBLP still have performance that are comparable to the corresponding diagonal entries; additionally even if DBLP training set size is only around 100, it can still work well on the testing sets of Condmat, Enron and Facebook, which are up to thousands. Fourth, the difficulty of prediction in each dataset is not affected by the generalization: all performances in the same column are in the same order of magnitude. Additionally, by comparing the performance of TPP and TPP+ we can see the TPP method is more stable in the generalization across datasets; the reason is trivial, the TPP+ contains two feature (prominence prob and prominence index) which are not that generic across different domains of datasets. This further confirms that the position profile is a general crossdomain property for the influence evolution analysis.
In conclusion, the position profile based model is notably more generic across different domains of networks, and the centrality based model is more particular to a specific dataset.
Generalization-the Link Prediction
As discussed before, the link formation and influence evolution are always accompanied with each other. We also conducted an empirical generalization of the link prediction task across different datasets in Table 8 . To note that, in order to have fair comparison, we use 10 bags of logistic regression for all methods. Most of our observations made in the generalization of prominence prediction still hold for the link prediction problem. First, this validates the intimate interactions between the influence evolution and the link formation mechanisms; we see the same overall pattern. For example, both baseline and HPLP have large drops in performance when generalizing from Facebook to Condmat and generalizing from Facebook to Enron. Second, this suggests that the properties captured by the position profile (in both problems) are indeed general across datasets.
In conclusion based on the generalization of the prominence prediction problem and the link prediction problem across datasets, we postulate that the positions where nodes are located are more significant in determining their evolution orbits than the nodal attributes possessed by them. Our methodology of position profile has a greater degree of precision than has heretofore been possible in depicting the network evolution. This is due to the optimized trade-offs between triadic closure and preferential attachment in our triad position profile methodology.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we analyzed several principles/mechanisms underlying the network evolution, mainly focused on two essential elements of the network evolution: the individual influence evolution and the link formation/dissolution mechanism. We demonstrated that position of a node in a local structure is strongly indicative of the influence progression or future prominence of the node in the social network. Building on this observation, we developed a prominence prediction method as well as a method for link prediction. We showed that the node prominence and the process of link formation are closely intertwined and impact the evolution of a network. We empirically demonstrated the improvement in performance over the baseline methods for both prominence prediction and link prediction across the four different datasets. We further established the generalization capacity of our methods under a transfer learning scenario -we learned the classifier on one social network (using the proposed features) and tested on another social network. The performance trends clearly showed that our approach is able to capture essential properties or features underlying network evolution, which are general across different domains of social networks.
These findings are important for several reasons. First, it provides microscopic evidence that the triadic closure is a fundamental principle underlying the social network evolution. Second, our methodology (triad position profile) is validated to optimize trade-offs between essential dimensions of network evolution (preferential attachment and triadic closure), then it is not surprising that, as a consequence, our approach yields accurate and generic performance in both microscopic problems. In summary, we have developed a new perspective for network evolution and developed a general purpose feature vector that can be used by different machine learning algorithms across different social networks. 
